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The MACHOProjectisseamhingforgalacticdarkmatterintheformof massivecompacthaloobjects (Macbos).
MWionsof stars“mthe LsrgeMsg@anic Cloud (LMC), SmallMagellanicCloud @MC), azd Galacticbulgeare
photometricallymonitoredin an attemptto detect raregravitationalmicrolensingeventscausedby otherwise
invisibleMachoe. Analysisof two yearsof photometryon 8.5 millionstars in the LMC reveals8 candk3ate
microleneingeventa,far more than the * 1 event expectedfrom lensingby Iow-msssstars in knowngalactic
populations.FromtheseeighteventsweestimatetheopticaidepthtowardstheLMCfromeventswith2< ~<200
daysto be ~zw % 2.9~~~x 10-7. Thii exceedstheopticaldepthof 0.5 x 10-7 tzqwded fromknownstarsand is
to be comparedwithan opticaldepthof 4.7x 10-7 predktedfor a “standard”halocomposedentirelyof Machos.
The total massin thii lenaingpopulationias 23&~x 1011Me (withh 50 kpc fromthe Galacticcenter). Event
timescalesyield a moatprobableMachomassof 0.53.~ MO,althoughthwvalueis quitemodeldependent.

1. INTRODUCTION lar image. Microlensingrefers to the situation in

Galactic dark matter in the form of Machos
whichimagedktortion is not detectable (< 1 arc-
sec) and the only vkdbleeffect is an apparent am-

can be detected by its occasional gravitationalmi- piification, A = (U2 + 2)/u{~. Here
crolensing of extragakwtic &ars[l-3]. TKE effect u = 6/rE is the impact parameter in unita of the
occurs when a Macho of mass m is in close aUgn- Ekstein radhs rE = ~4G’mDoLDLs/@L30s
ment with a background star and acts as a gravi-
tational lens, magnifying and dkkorting the stel-

whereDo L, DLs& DOS are d~tances betweenob-
server, source and lens[4]. TKE effect is transient
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with a timescale, ; = 2rE/tJL, set by the mass
and location of the lens and its motion relative to
the line of sight. For a source in the Magellanic
Clouds and a lens at 10 kpc, rE =8-AU

and ; sz 140= days for UL = 200 km S-l.
With -daily observations over periods of years,
Macbos in the rage 10”4 – 102 M@ are experi-
mentally accessible.

Because the ‘arsa” of the lens is proportional
to its masa, the fraction of solid angle occupied
by Iensea, T, depends only on the mass density
of Machos and not on their particuhu sizes. Ap-
plication of the virkd thsorem shows that r .-
(uc/c)’ -5 x 10-7 for a Machc-dominated halo.
Here u, is the circulw velocity about the cen-
ter of the galaxy. Thus detection of these very
rare events requires msny repeated observations
of millions of sources. The optical depth towards
the Magellanic Clouds due to a Mach-dominated
halo still comfortably excseds that from known
populations of low-mass stars, so that microlens-
ing surveys dksctly probe the Macho content of
the halo.

Several groups are now engaged in large scale
photometric surveys to search for dark matter in
the form Machos using the high density of stars in
in the Magellanic Clouds, M31 and the Galactic
bulge as a backdrop for gravitational microlens-
ing. Four such surveys, DUO, EROS, MACHO
and OGLE, have detected in excess of 100 events
that appear to be microlensing [5-13] of which
N 10 are toward the LMC, the remainder be
ing toward the Galactic bulge. Most of these
events have characteristic timescales i -20 – 60
days. Searches for short-timescale events with
1 hour < ~ ,S 10 days have revealed no candidates
to date and set interssting limits on low-mass
Mtios[14-16]. Detailed reviews of microlensing
are given by [17] and [18], a basic outline of the
MACHO project, and analysis procedures is given
in [12] (hereafter A96) and a more detailed anal-
ysis of thk sample is found in [19].

2. OBSERVATIONS & PHOTOMETRY

The MACHO Project hss had full-time use of
the 1.27-meter telescope at Mount Stromlo Ob-
servatory, Austrtila, since mid 1992 in an ex-

F@re 1. An R-band image of tbe LMC, 8.2 de
grees on a side (G. Bothun, private communica-
tion), showing the locations of the 22 MACHO
fields used here. Event locations ace are shown
with circles.

tended run until the end of the century. Details
of the telescope system are given in [20] and of
the camera system in [21,22]. Briefly, corrective
optics and a dkhroic beam splitter are used to
simultaneously image a 42 x 42 arcminz field in
two colors, using two mosaics of four 20482 pixel
CCDS.

As of this writing, over 44000 exposures have
been taken with the system, over 3 TBytes of
raw image data. About 60% are of the LMC,
the remainder are towards the Galactic bulge and
SMC. In this paper, we consider only the first 2.1
years of data from 22 well-sampled LMC fields,
located in the central -5° x 3° of the LMC and
shown in Figure 1.

The observations described here comprise
10827 images distributed over the 22 fields. These
include observations over a time span of 840 days
from mid 1992 to late 1994. The meam number
of exposures per field is 492, with a range from
300 to 785. The sampling varies between fields
since the higher priority fields were often observed
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Table 1
Event sek

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

ion criteria
Description
Coverage
Constaiitbadne
Amplifi@km
Siicance
Variable (Bumpers & very red stars)
!3N1987A light ethos
Peak fit
crowding
Crowdiig
Significance
Amplification

twice per night with a N 4 hour spacing.for sen-
sitivity to very short timescaleevents[15,16].

The photometric reduction procedure here ia
identicalto that described in Am briefly,a good-
quality imageof each field iachosenas a template,
and used to generatea Iiit of stellarpositionaand
magnitudes. All other images are aligned with
the template using fiducial stara, and a PSF is
determinedfrom these. Then, the flux of all other
starsis fitted using the known positionaand PSF.
For each measurementwe also compute an error
estimateand six quality flags; these flags are the
object type, the # of the PSF fit, a crowding
parameter,a local sky estimate, aridthe fraction
of the star’s flux rejected due to bad pixels and
cosmic rays. Suspect measurementsare removed
based on thesequahty flagsand the resultingdata
are organised into stellar lightcurves.

3. EVENT DETECTION

The MACHO Project is the largest survey of
astronomical variability in history and as such
encompassed many previously unknown back-
grounds to microlenaing. The data used here
comprise some 9 billion photometric measure-
ments. Although we use objective selection cri-
teria (cuts) to d~ctilnate genuine microlensing
from stellar variability and systematic phckome
try errora,thesecuts aredeveloped afterextensive
examination of the MACHO database. However,
as long as the experiment’s event detection efi-

VkJue
t < 300days & tm~ E data range
?m+#%of C 4 ~th ~dof >40

Am=>l+2~
6 measurements> la high
V> 17.5 & v- Rdo.9
10’x10’ region excluded
‘X2/(X&k/~dof) >200

> 95% of measurementshave low crowdhg
fCR~ < 70 Wm[Aa?/(#@/NiiOd] -45
Ax2/(x~/N,jOf) >500
Amax > 1.75

ciency is calculated properly, and the selection
criteria are sufficiently stringent to acckpt only
real microlensingevents, changes in the selection
criteriawill be accounted for in the efwiency cd-
cdations, and the details will not bhs the final
reswlts.

Our experience with the Gsiactic bulge has
been helpfulin developingthe current cuts. Site
our previousanalysisof a smallerset of LMC data
(A96), we have analyzed a large set of data to-
wardsthe Galactic bulge [9,10},which has yielded
over 80 microlensingevents. Tbeae observationa
provide a more rediitic set of microknsing eventa
than the artificial events we previously used to
teat our anslysiaprocedures. A number of these
events fail the original cuts because they are not
welldescribed by the “normal” microknsing light
curve which assumesa single point lens, constant
velocities,and an unblended source star but nev-
erthelessappear by eye to be very K@ qushty
microlensingeventa. In contrsst events 2 and 3
of A96 appear far lessstriking.

Thk haa motivated us to modify our selection
criteria, shown in Table 1, to have less strin-
gent requirementson the functional form of the
lightcurve. We compensate for thw by demand-
ing highersignalto noise i. e. higheramplification
and greater statisticalsignificance.

Event detection proceeds in several stages. In
the first stage, the lightcurvea of $2 are con-
volved with 7, 15 and 45 day matched filtersas in
A96 and low level triggersare fit with the ‘stan-
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dard” microlensing curve A(u(t)), where u(t) =

4u~ln + 4(t – tm=)2/@. We then compute for
each light curve a set of statisticsand apply the
cute shown in Thble 1 to distinguishmicrolemdng
from the background. A measureof significance
is AX2/(#W/NdOf), where 4X2 s XL- x~t is
the improvementin X2betweena constantbright-
ness fit and a microlensingfit.
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Figure 3. Candidate lightcurves 1 & 4

4. MICROLENSING CANDIDATES

kid Twelve Iightcurvea pass the cute discussed
above. indicated by the lame own and iilkd cir-

Fii 2. The finalcuts for selectionof microlens
ing andidatea. The y-axis is the fit Amm. The
solid lines show the final cuts 10 and 11; the cir-
cles in the upper right are the 12eventa(10 stars)
passing all cuts.

Two of the principal cuts are summan.2A in
F@re 2, whkh illustratescuts 10 and 11 for all
eventa that pass cuts 1-4 & 6. Events that pass

all cuts are indkk.ed with circles,while the other
open symbols and crosses indkate events which
failed 1 or more of cuts 5 & 7-9.. Open squares
irdcate events which fail cut 5 on magnitude,
and open triangles indicate eventawhich fail cut
7 on peak fit. The crosses indicate events which
fail cuts 8 or 9. The lightcurves passing all of
these selection criteria are further investigated,
as outlined below.

cles ~ the upper ~ght hm-d ~on of Fii 2.
Some lightcurvesare shown in Figures 3 & 4 and
event fit parametersare li&sd in ‘3MbIe2. Four
of these lightcurves (IG lb, 12a and 12b] cor-
respond to stars which occur in field overlap re-
gio~ the two lightcurveafor each star are based
on independentdata and reductions and are de-
tected independently.

Event 1 W= our first d-very [5], and has re-
mained constant in following years. The star’s
spectrum is that of a normal clump giant at the
radal veIocity of the LMC [23].

The low signal-to-noisecandidates2 and 3 from
A96 do not pass the final cuts used for th~ data
set and are not included in following calculations,
but wehavenumberedthe presentset of 10candi-
dates 1,4... 12 to avoid possible ambiguity. The
EROS group has informed us that the star in-
volved in event 2 may have br-~htened in 1990,
and it hasalso shown indication of further bright-
ening episodea in our subsequent dati, thus it is
probably a variablestar.

Event 4 was the first LMC microlensingcandi-
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F@re 4. Candidate lightcuwes 5-7

date detected in progress by our real-time Alert
System[lo] and announced in IAucircular6095.
ThM event is confirmed by additional photomc+
try and spectra, obtained near peak amplifica-
tion[24].

Event 9 passeaour objective data cuts, but it
appears to be lensing by a b- sy&em. This
event may reaolwethe exteaded sbx of the source
star, providing a measure of the relative proper
motion of the lensand source, which indkates the
lenamay reside in the LMC [26].

Event 10 passeardlof our cuts, but our experi-
ence suggests that it may be a variablestar. The
asymmetry seen in the light curve, a rapid rise
with with a more gradual tldl, is typical behavior
one expects from variable stars.

Events 11 and 12a/b are indkated with open
circles in F@ure 2 aa they are only present in
our reference template images because of their
amplification during that particular observation.
They are no longer detectable in images that go
somewhat deeper. Event 11 is superimposedon a
background galaxy and is almost certainly a su-
pernova in that galaxy. Event 12 may in fact be
microlensing. Our efficiency analysis, described
below, does not take into account this “ampli-

fication bias” therefore it is necessmy to discard
both of theseeventafor the followhgcaldations.

These events,as shownin Fii 1, do not clus-
ter spatially or in aqy particular stellar poptb
tion. In addition, the distribution of fit ~= is
consistentwith the apected unifmrndistribution
of Umtn.We classifyevents 1,4,5829 as ‘excellent’
microlensingcandidate, events 6-8 as ‘good’ and
event 10as ‘marginal’. Events 11& 12 mustbe r+
jetted as explained above, and eventa2 & 3 from
A96 do not pass the current cuts. We define two
sets of eventsfor the foilowing analysis. The first
set containsall eighteventspassingthe cuts with-
out amplifkation b~. The second, more conser-
vative, set of 6 eventaeliminatesevent 9 as a pos-
sibleLMC lenssnd event 10 as a possible variable
star.

5. DETECTION EFFICIENCY

The detection probability for individual events
depends on m~y factors, e.g. the 3 event pa-
rameters Am=, t, tin=, and the unlensed stellar
magnitude,as well as our observing strategy and
weather conditions. However, we can average
over the known distributions of Amu and t~~
and stellar magnitude, using the known time-
aampling and weather conditions, to derive our
efficiency, shown in Figure 5, as a function only
of event timescale&(~.

We have computed our detection efficiency
using an essentially identical method to that
outlined in A96, simply generating simulated
microlensing events with ~ logarithmically dis-
tributed in the range 0.3-1000 days and adding
these simulated events into the extended tire+
span of observations. The Mon*Carlo proce-
dure takes into account the actual spacing and
error barsof the observations,so any variationsin
samplingfrequency,weather, seeing etc. between
the first and second year data are automatically
accounted for.

Efficiency is defined as the fraction of input
events with ~in < 1 which pass our cuts; since
we use a cut of Amw > 1.75 or hi” < 0.661,
our efficiencyis constrained to be less than 0.661.
This efficiency is delined relative to an ‘expo-
sure’ of E = 1.82 x 10Tstar-years, whkh arises
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Table 2
Event mrametera & tibution to ~

E~t V V-R A X2/NM
la 19.6 0.6 67?43) 34.;(3) 7.i?) 1.420
lb 19.6 0.6 57.26(4) 34.3(3) 7.5(3j 1.134
4 20.0 0:2 647.2(2) 46(2) 3.00(4) 1.416
5 20.7 0.4 24.0(3) 82(2) 58(5) 1.680
6 19.6 0.3 197.5(7) 87(4) 2.14(4) 0.873
7 20.7 0.4 463.0(3) 115(3) 6.16(10) 1.447
8 20.1 0.3 388.4(5) 62(2) 2.24(5) 2.218

91 19.3 0.3 603.04(2) 143,4(2) () 1.755
10 19.4 0.2 205.3(3) 42(1) 2.36(5) 1.982
11 21.5 0.4 -8.6(3) 266(9) 11.9(4) 2.964

12a 21.2 0.3 -10.0(3) 138(5) 7.2(4) 1.487
12b 21.2 0.3 -11.4(8) 162(8) 6.8(2) 1.536
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Figure 5. Mlcrolensingdetection efficiency (nor-
malised to W. < 1) for the 2-year Macho daa
as a function of event timescale t.

from the 7.9 million well messured, independent
lightcurves in our sample multipliedby the 840-
day span of observations.

We calculate our efficiency with two levels of
realism. The first is the ‘sampling’ efficiency, in
which we neglectstellarblendingand assumethat
all the additional flux in a microlensingevent is
recovered by the photometry code. The second is

tu q

38.8 1.8 X 10-6

52 2.3 X 104
88 3.5 x 10-8
100 4.1 x 10-8
131 6.0 X 10-8
70 2.8 X 10-8
143 6.6 x 10-8
47 2.1 x 10-*

the ‘photometric’ efficiency, where we add artiii-
cialataratoarepresentati+ 8etofraalirnagee, re-
run the photometry code to create look-up tables
of added vs. recoveredflux. These look-up tables
are then used to generate artificial microlensing
Lightcurvesin the same way as above. This ‘ph*
tometric’ efkiency ia more realistic, and ia typi-
cally N 20% lower than the ‘samplii’ eiiiciency
for tirnescalesleasthan 200 days.

The photometric efficiency is based on all stars
in our fields, even those not uniquely identified
because of S/Nor crowding ef%cts. These are ac-
counted for by integratingthe detection efficiency
per starover a corrected luminosityfimction (I@
as in A96. This corrected LF ia truncated about
one magnitude beyond where our measured LF
becomes seriously incomplete. However, the real
LF continuesto rise as l@5” for several magni-
tudesbeyond this cutoff so there should be an ad-
ditional contribution to our exposure fkom these
fainterstars. We havetried severaldtierent mag-
nitude cutoflk and it appears that our exposure
(E&) is converging n~ the cutoff used in th~
paper for events with t <150 days.

In the photometric efficiency Monte Carlo, we
find that in addition to reducing our efficiency,
extreme crowding tends to make events appear
lower amplitude and shorter. Thw effect is due
to “blending” or the tendency of a ~oup of sev-
eral superimposedstars to be detected as a single
object. We make statistical corrections for thu
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tiect in column 8 of Table 2. Our estimatedsys-
tematic error in the efficiency determination is
N 10%, 1sssthan our statWcal error with eight
events[19].

The efhiency for timeacalesi -10-60 days
is lower than that from A96 by w 10% primariiy
because of the tighter A- and AX2 cuts. For
longer eventa, the two year data is more sensitive
because of its longer time span.

6. OPTICAL DEPTH

The simplestmeasurablequantity in a gravia
tional microkmsingexperiment is the microlens-
ing optical depth. In the the limit T <1, this is
the instantaneousprobability that a random star
is magnified by a len$ing object by more than
a factor of 1.34 (w,n < 1). This ia related to
the mass in microkmsingobjects along the lineof
sight tothesourceataraby

(1)

Thus, it depends only on the density proille of
lenses, not on their massesor velocities. Experi-
mentally,one can obtain an unbked estiiate &
the optical depth as

lx ii
z‘“-=Ez ~ ~’

(2)

where E is the total exposure (in star-years), ;~
is the Einstein ring diieter crossing time, and
$(~i) ia the detection d3iUWICY.Here, and be-
low, we use the blend corrected values, ~~, from
column 8 of Table 2.

Confidence levelson ~me=are determinedfrom
Monte Carlo experiments, in which the numberof
eventaiaa Poissonvariablewith adjustablemean,
and event timescaleaare drawn at random from
the observed set. The meamiafixed so that 16%of
experimentsyield an optical depth larger/smaller
than that measured. The mean optical depth for
these experiments is then the “la” lower/upper
bound on ~~~w.

Usingour full sampleof 8 events,we find an op-
tical depth for eventsof duration 2 days < f <200
days of T~m= 2.9~~:~x 10–7. If we subtract the
prdlcted background microlensingoptical depth

of and= 0.5x 10-7 (from Table 3 below), we
find that the observed excess is about 50% of the
predicted microlensingoptical depth for a “stan-
dard” all-Macho halo of e. g. [3]. Altern@ively,
we can estimatethe optical depth due only to the
halo by using the 6 event subsample defined in
section 3, for whkh T2~ = 2.1~~~ x 10-7, about
45% of the optical depth predicted by a “stan-
dard” aU-MachohdO.

Uncertaintiescan be much larger than those
calculated above if our measured distribution of
timescalesb a poor estimateof the real timescale
distribution,especiallyif very long eventaare pos-
sible. It is worth noting that errors are consider-
ably larger than Poisson because they are dom-
inated by the shot noise on the small number
of long eventa rather than the total number of
eventa.

7. NON-HALO POPULATIONS

An in depth assessment of the microlensing
backgroundis necemwryto determineif ~~w and
N.- aresignificantlygreaterthan that expected
from non-halo populations. As noted by [26-28]
and A96, low-massstarain the Galaxy and LMC
will give rise to some microbsmlingevents. How-
ever, these authora fmd that the optical depth
from known stars is only s lWOof that fi-oman
all-Macho hdO.

Shownin Tbble 3 are estimatesof stelhu lensing
rates of A96, using the same model parameters
for the thin and thick disks, the spheroid and the
LMC disk, assuminga Scalo PDMF for all pop
ulations,and simply updating the total exposure
for our 2-year dataset. In our presentsample, we
expect a tatal background of 1.14 eventafrom all
know stellarpopulations.

A Poisson dwtnbution with a mean of 1.14
gives probabllitiea to observe No& z 3,4,5,6,7
as 10.7%o,2.9Y0,0.670,0.11?40,0.0290 respectively.
Thus we see that if only three of our events are
genuine microlensing, the evidence for an excess
is modest, whereasif more than four of our events
are microlenaingthere is very strong evidence for
an excess over stellar lensing alone.

If one supposesthat only the four “beat” events
result from lensing by stars and the other candI-
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Table 3
Microh?nsingby stars

Population T(lo–’) {~ (days) (l);&p) 17(10-7yr-1) N=P
Thih disk 0.15 112 0.62 0.29

Thick disk O.m 105 3.0 0.16 0.075
Spheroid O.ow 95 8.2 0.14

LMC center 0.53 93 49.8 2.66 :lT)
LMC average 0.32 93 49.8 1.60 0.71

Standard halo 4.7 89 14.4 24.3 11.2

dates are ~ot microlensing(e.g. they are variable
stars) then there is only marginaI evidence for
Maclms in the halo. The flaw m this argumentia
that the distribution of microlens”mgma@6ca-
tions is given a priofi and the “best” microlens-
ing candidates are preferentiallythe high magni-
fication ones. We should expect to find a mixture
of high and low magnification Candidates,and it
is very unlikelythat all eventswould be highmag-
nification given our detection efficiency. By this
argument, the surplus of events ia not critically
dependent on the lower qtilty c.addates and it
is difiicult to explain our resultsby steikr lensing
alone.

8. LIKELIHOOD ANALYSIS

Siice the timescale of a lensing event is pr-
portional to W, we may use the observed event
timescak to esthq.ate the lens masses, given a
particularhalo model to fix the phasespacedistri-
bution of lenses. We apply a maximum-likelihood
method as in A96 using the ‘standard” halo
where a fraction ~ of the dark halo is made of
Machos with a unique mass m (the remaining
1–j of the halo is assumedto be unobserveddark
matter). The resulting likelihood contours, ss-
suming a delta-function massfunction, areshown
in Figure 6; the probabilities are computed us-
ing a Bayesianmethod with a prior uniform in ~
and iog m. The peak of the likelihood contours
gives the most probable mass and halo fraction
for th~ halo model. For the 6 event sample we
find ~D = 0.41 Ma, and f~D= 0.51.

We calculateone-dimensionallikelihoodsby in-
tegrating over the other parameter. For the six
event samplethk yieldsa most likelyMacho mass

m = 0.46~~~ M@, ~d moat likely halo fraction
\ = 0.50~~. The errorsgiven are 68% CL. It is
importantto note the largeextent of the contours
in F@re 6. This is mostly due to the smallnum-
ber of events. The 95% CL contour includeshalo
fractions from 17% to 100%, and Machos masses
from 0.12 to 1.2MO.

The most probable mass and halo fraction are
both larger than our results from year-1, which
were m = 0.06M. and t = 0.2, though there

“is a reasonabledegree of overlap of the contours.
The year-1 90% CL contour is shown as the light
line in Figure 6. The most probable valueof each
analysis lies outside the 90% CL mntour of the
other analysis. This is pritnarily due to the up-
wardshii in (~. Events2 & 3 from A96, dropped
in this analysis,are both shorter than any events
in the current set. The shit3in (~ is also to be
expected asour maximumefficiencyshiftstoward
longer events with the increasing baseline of the
experiment.

9. DISCUSSION

One natural explanation of the results pre-
sented here is that a substantial &action ~f the
Galactic dark halo is in the form of Machos. The
fact that the observed events have relatively long
timescalessuggeststhat (for canonicaI halo mod-
els) the lenseshave massesabove z 0.1 MO, with
a most probable msss - 0.5 M@. If so, they
cannot be ordkmry hydrogen-burning stars since
therearestrong direct limitson such objects from
counts of faint red stars (e.g. [29-31]); thus stel-
lar remnantssuch as white dwarfs appear to be
an obvious possibility.

There are some tlyoretical difficultieswith the
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Figure 6. L&elihood contours of Macho mass
m and halo Macho fraction j for a delta-
function mws distribution, for halo model S.
The moat likely value is indicated with a +,
and the contours enclose total probabilities
of 3470,6870,90Y0,95%, 99%, using a Bayeaian
method as described in $8. The light line shows
the 90% contour from A96.

White-dwarf hypothesis (e.g. [32,33]). First,
the initial mass function must be fairly sharply
peaked between N 2 – 6 MO to avoid overproduc-
ing either low-mass stars (which survive to the
present) or high-massstars (which as type-II SNe
overproduce metals). A second difficulty ia that
the high luminosity of the B and A progenitora
may exceed the observed faint galaxy counts.

However, white dwarfs are one of the few dark
matter candidates which are known to exist in
large numbers. Also, it has recently become clear
(e.g. [34]) that the mass of hot gas in rich galaxy
clustersgreatly exceeds that in stars,and further-
more thk gas is relatively metal-richwith an iron
abundance N 0.3 solar. This might suggest that
moat of the baryons have been processedthrough
massive stars, which have since died leaving a
population of remnants and metal-rich gas. This
scenario has been explored by [35], who suggest

that it may be natural to have 40-100% of the
Galactic dark matter in white dwarh.

.The observationallimitson the local density of
whitedwarfsarea strong function of their age [36,
37]. Very rscently,a hit from the Hubble Deep
Field has been given by [31]; they find that white
dwarfawith MI <16 contribute < 100% of the
halo density,and those with Afr <15 contribute
< 33%.

Our exploration of halo models also shows
that for ‘minimal’ halos, the timescalesmay still
be consistent with substellar Machos just below
0.1 M@. Also, models with a substantial degree
of halo rotation may lead to smah mass esti-
mates, since the rotation could reduce the trans-
verse component of the Macho velocities. Thus,
brown dwarfs cannot be ruled out as yet.

Fhmlly, it is worth noting that microlensing
ia sensitiveto WY compact objects, irrespective
of composition, as long ss they are smaller than
their Ekstein rrdi. Thus, more exotic objects
such as primordkd bkwk hoi=” and strange stars
are possible candidates that are virtually unde-
tectable by direct searches.

The most dwect method for identifying the km
population ia to measure microknsing ‘parallax’
by simultaneously oberving events from earth
and a small telescope in solar orbit [38]. This
measuresthe velocity of the lens projected to the
Solar system, which providea a definitive proof
of microlensing,and dim%nination between disk,
halo and LMC lenseson an even~by+vmnt basis.

To summarize,our resultsindkd.e a microlens-
ing optical depth ofs 3 x 10–7 or a Macho mass
within 50 kpc of s 2 x 1011MO. This provides
evidence that Machos with masses in the range
0.05 – 1M@ contribute a substantisJthction of
the galactic dark halo. Continued observations
from this and other projects should clarify this in
the next few years-
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